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Abstract
We propose a novel theoretical understanding of neutrino masses and mix-
ings, which is attributed to the intrinsic vector-like feature of the regularized
Standard Model at short distances. We try to explain the smallness of Dirac
neutrino masses and the decoupling of the right-handed neutrino as a free
particle. Neutrino masses and mixing angles are completely related to each
other in the Schwinger-Dyson equations for their self-energy functions. The
solutions to these equations and a possible pattern of masses and mixings
are discussed.
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1. Since their appearance, neutrinos have always been extremely peculiar.
Their charge neutrality, near masslessness, flavour mixing, and parity-violating
coupling have been at the centre of a conceptual elaboration[1, 2] and an in-
tensive experimental analysis[3] that have played a major role in donating
to mankind the beauty of the Standard Model (SM). In the present letter,
we propose a novel theoretical understanding of neutrino masses and mix-
ings in a left-right symmetric extension of the SM, inspired by the intrinsic
vector-like feature of chiral gauge theories at high-energies.
The notion of the vector-like feature stands for: given any conserved
quantum numbers of chiral gauge symmetries of a regularized quantum field
theory, there must be the exactly equal numbers of left-handed and right-
handed fermions, and parity-conserving gauge couplings at short distances1.
The feature is clearly phenomenologically unacceptable. However, it really
implies right-handed neutrinos and parity-conserving gauge theories in short
distances2. This calls for the left-right symmetric model (SUL(2)⊗SUR(2)⊗
UB−L(1))[5], where parity is unbroken at high energies and its nonconser-
vation at low-energies occurs through a spontaneous symmetry breakdown
mechanism.
The left-right symmetric extension that we suggest still possesses SUL(2)⊗
UY (1) gauge symmetries. The right-handed doublets are assigned to bound
three-fermion states (i = e, µ, τ):
(
ν3i
i3
)
R
; ν3iR ∼ (ν¯R · νiL)νR, i3R ∼ (¯iR · iL)iR, (1)
where νR is a gauge singlet and a unique right-handed neutrino for three fam-
ilies. These three-fermion states (1) carry the appropriate quantum numbers
of the SUL(2)⊗ UY (1) gauge symmetries so that the SM gauge symmetries
are preserved. We do not need new elementary gauge and fermion fields for
the SUR(2) sector. The neutrino fields (both elementary and composite (1))
considered in this letter are purely Weyl neutrinos.
These three-fermion states can be formed[6] by effective high-dimension
operators of fermionic fields, Lh.d.o., which are due to the underlying physics
1This feature is generic, not only for the lattice regularization, since the “no-go”
theorem[4] that proves this feature actually is based on the argument of chiral gauge
anomalies.
2Although the solution to this “no-go” theorem has not been completely found.
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at the cutoff Λ,
Leffective = LSM + Lh.d.o.. (2)
Before knowing what the dynamics of underlying physics is, a priori, we
conceive that the possibilities for Lh.d.o. are those allowed by the gauge sym-
metries of the SM or other unification models, e.g., SO(10)[7, 8].
In order to consistently achieve parity-violation at low-energies, we pos-
tulate that at an intermediate energy-threshold ǫ:
250GeV ≪ ǫ < Λ, (3)
the three-fermion states (1) dissolve into their constituents, i.e. turn into
the virtual states of their constituents (three-fermion cuts). This is due
to the vanishing of the binding energy of three-fermion states (1) at the
threshold ǫ (3)[6]. This phenomenon could be realized on the basis that the
effective high-dimension operators for binding the three-fermion states are
momentum-dependent. However, it is difficult to demonstrate this dynamics,
since it relates to a non-perturbative issue of finding the inferred fix point
and determining the spectrum and relevant high-dimension operators that
realize the symmetries. It should be pointed out that this phenomenon is
not spontaneous symmetry breaking and no Goldstone bosons occur.
In this letter, we consider the above extension of the SM as a model
instead of a demonstrated theory. For the purpose of studying neutrino
masses and mixings, we only discuss the three-fermion state (1) and disregard
the UB−L(1) symmetry. Presumably, the spectrum of right-handed three-
fermion states should be much richer than (1), so as to preserve chiral gauge
symmetries of a unified theory.
2. νR couples to other fermions via Lh.d.o. in (2). The 1PI (one-particle
irreducible) vertices between νR and ν
i
L give Dirac neutrino masses. Rather
than the Sea-Saw mechanism[8], we discuss another possible dynamics for
decoupling νR and small Dirac neutrino masses.
We assume, the couplings of νR low-frequency modes (p ≪ Λ) to other
fermions are suppressed by
(
p
Λ
)2
. This is to mean that every external νR line
(with external momentum p) of any 1PI-vertices is associated with
(
p
Λ
)2
.
Thus, at low-energies, νR decouples from other fermions, as a result, Dirac
neutrino masses are very small and νR is a free particle. On the other hand,
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νR high-frequency modes (250GeV≪ ǫ < p < Λ) couple strongly enough to
other fermions to form three-fermion states (1).
This is equivalent to assuming that Lh.d.o. (2) possess the following νR
shift-symmetry[9],
νR(x)→ νR(x) + δ, (4)
where δ is a constant. The decoupling of νR can be shown by the Ward
identities of this shift-symmetry[6],
γµ∂
µν ′R(x) +
(
∂µ
Λ
)2
〈Oˆ(x)〉 − δΓ
δν¯ ′R(x)
= 0, (5)
where “Γ” is the effective potential with non-vanishing external sources (J, η);
the external field ν ′R ≡ 〈νR〉, and 〈Oˆ(x)〉 is the expectation value of the
operator Oˆ w.r.t. the generating functional Z[J, η]. Based on this Ward
identity, we can get all 1PI vertices containing at least one external ν ′R.
The first are the self-energy functions Σνi(p) (i = e, µ, τ) of neutrinos.
Performing a functional derivative of eq. (5) w.r.t. the primed field ν ′iL(0) and
then putting external sources η = J = 0, we obtain,
(
∂µ
Λ
)2
〈Oˆi(x)〉◦ − δ
2Γ
δν ′iL(0)δν¯
′
R(x)
= 0, (6)
where 〈Oˆi(x)〉◦ ≡ 〈Oˆi(x)〉|J=η=0, and as a result,
∫
x
e−ipx
δ2Γ
δν ′iL(0)δν¯
′
R(x)
=
1
2
Σi(p) =
(
p2µ
Λ2
)
〈Oˆi(0)〉◦. (7)
For low energies p≪ Λ, Dirac neutrino masses Σνi(p)≪ 1.
The second is the wave renormalization function. The functional deriva-
tive of eq.(5) w.r.t. ν ′R(0) and then η = J = 0 lead to,
(γµPR)
βα∂µδ(x)− δ
2Γ
δν ′αR (0)δν¯
′β
R (x)
= 0. (8)
The two-point function is then given by,
∫
x
e−ipx
δ(2)Γ
δν ′R(x)δν¯
′
R(0)
= iγµp
µ, (9)
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indicating that νR does not receive wave-function renormalization Z3.
The third are the n-point (n > 2) 1PI interacting vertices. Analogously,
we can obtain,
δ(n)Γ
δ(n−1)(· · ·)δν¯ ′R(x)
∼ O
(
p2µ
Λ2
)
, n > 2. (10)
where δ(n−1) indicates (n− 1) derivatives w.r.t. other external fields.
These three identities, eqs.(7,9) and (10), show us two conclusions owing
to the νR shift-symmetry (or only νR high-frequence modes coupling to other
fermions): (i) the Dirac neutrino masses due to high-dimension operators
(Lh.d.o.) are extremely small; (ii) the right-handed neutrino νR at low-energies
is a free particle and decouples from other physical particles.
3. Once the soft spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs at the weak scale,
the right-handed fermion states are the mixed states comprising the elemen-
tary state νR (iR) and the composite state ν
3
iR (i
3
R) (i = e, µ, τ):
ΨνiR = (νR, ν
3
iR); Ψ
i
R = (iR, i
3
R). (11)
The self-energy functions Σνi(p) (Σi(p)) of neutrinos (charged leptons) are
couplings between νiL(iL) and mixing right-handed fermion states Ψ
νi
R (Ψ
i
R),
rather than the couplings between only elementary states νiL(iL) and νR(iR) in
the SM. This will become very clear in the Schwinger-Dyson (SD) equations
for the self-energy functions.
For the reason that the three-fermion states (1) carry the SUL(2) quantum
number, there must be an interacting 1PI vertex between W±, Z◦ bosons and
composite right-handed fermions (1) in the high-energy region. We may write
this effective 1PI coupling for W± as,
Γijµ (q) = i
g2
2
√
2
Vijγµ(PL + f(q)) (12)
f(q) 6= 0, q ≥ ǫ, (13)
where g2 is the SUL(2) coupling and Vij is the CKM matrix[10], and that
for the Z◦ is similar. At the energy threshold (3), where the three-fermion
states dissolve into their constituents, the effective 1PI vertex function f(q)
must vanish,
f(q)|q→ǫ+0+ → 0, (14)
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which results in the parity-violating gauge-couplings in low-energies.
In Lh.o.d. of the effective lagrangian (2), we may have following gauge-
invariant operators interacting between up quarks (qui = u, c, t) and neutri-
nos, and between down quarks (qdi = d, s, b) and charged leptons (i = e, µ, τ),
Gψ¯
β
iL(x) ·
[
∂2µ
Λ2
νR(x)
]
q¯uiR(x) ·QβiL(x), (15)
Gψ¯
β
iL(x) · iR(x)q¯diR(x) ·QβiL(x), (16)
where ψβiL and Q
β
iL (β = 1, 2) are the SUL(2) doublet of leptons and quarks
respectively. Once quarks are massive, these operators are the sources pro-
viding explicit chiral symmetry breaking to generate lepton masses.
Turning off all gauge interactions and putting the four-fermion coupling3
G to its critical value G → 4 + 0+ given by the t¯t-condensate model[11], we
obtain the simplest SD gap-equations at the cutoff (p = Λ),
Σ◦νi(p) =
(
p2
Λ2
)
Σqu
i
(Λ), (17)
Σ◦i (Λ) = Σqdi (Λ), (18)
where we are henceforth in the basis of mass eigenstates. Eq.(17) shows that
the neutrino Σ◦νi(p) decouples from the quark Σqui (Λ) for p≪ Λ, which agrees
with (7). Eq.(18) is reminiscent of the predictions in the SU(5) unification
model[12].
It should be pointed out that there are other possible gauge-invariant four-
fermion interactions and their corresponding tadpole diagrams contribute to
eqs.(17,18) as well. We consider all such contributions to eqs.(17,18) as lep-
ton’s bare masses at the cutoff, which are actually explicit symmetry breaking
terms in the full SD equations (19, 20).
4. Turning on all gauge interactions, we study the full SD equations for the
lepton self-energy functions. In the rainbow approximation and the Landau
gauge, these equations can be written as,
Σνi(p) = Σ
◦
νi
(p) + Zνi(p) +Wνi(p), (19)
Σi(p) = Σ
◦
i (Λ) + Z
1
i (p) + Z
3
i (p) +Wi(p) + γi(p), (20)
3The same strength G of all four-fermion couplings is assigned for a potential
unification.
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where
γi(p) = 3e
2
∫ Λ
p′
1
(p− p′)2
Σi(p
′)
p′2 + Σ2i (p
′2)
(21)
Z1i (p) = 3λ
2
∫ Λ
p′
1
(p− p′)2 +M2z
Σi(p
′)
p′2 + Σ2i (p
′2)
, (22)
λ = g2tgθw(sin
2 θw − 12) and θw is the Weinberg angle.
Because of the effective 1PI coupling (12) and three-fermion states (1)
above the threshold ǫ (3),W± and Z◦ bosons contribute to eqs.(19,20). These
most peculiar contributions are Wνi(p), Zνi(p) and Wi(p), Z
3
i (p):
Wνi(p) =
(
g2
2
√
2
)2
|Vij|2
∫ Λ
|p′|≥ǫ
f(p′ − p)
(p− p′)2 +M2w
Σj(p
′2)
p′2 + Σ2j (p
′2)
, (23)
Zνi(p) =
(
g2
2 cos θw
)2 ∫ Λ
|p′|≥ǫ
f(p′ − p)
(p− p′)2 +M2z
Σνi(p
′2)
p′2 + Σ2νi(p
′2)
; (24)
Wi(p) =
(
g2
2
√
2
)2
|Vij|2
∫ Λ
|p′|≥ǫ
f(p′ − p)
(p− p′)2 +M2w
Σνj (p
′2)
p′2 + Σ2νj (p
′2)
, (25)
Z3i (p) =
(
g2 cos 2θw
2 cos θw
)2 ∫ Λ
|p′|≥ǫ
f(p′ − p)
(p− p′)2 +M2z
Σi(p
′2)
p′2 + Σ2i (p
′2)
, (26)
where the integration of the internal momentum p′ starts from the interme-
diate threshold ǫ to the cut-off Λ.
We note that eqs.(17,18,21,22) are the 1PI couplings between elementary
left-handed and right-handed fields, whereas eqs.(23)-(26) are the 1PI cou-
plings between elementary left-handed fields and right-handed three-fermion
fields (1). Thus, we clarify that the full self-energy functions Σνi(p) (19) and
Σi(p) (20) are the 1PI couplings between elementary left-handed fields and
mixed right-handed fields (11). At low-energies, external momenta p ≪ ǫ,
Σνi(p) (19) are very small, because eqs.(17), (23) and (24) turn to zero, these
latter are due to disappearance of three-fermion states and the 1PI-vertex
(14).
5. We are in the position to solve the SD eqs.(19,20). Assuming the scale
ǫ is large enough and p′ > ǫ≫ 1, we approximate the inhomogeneous terms
(23,25) to be,
Wνi(p) ≃ αw(p)|Vij|2Σj(Λ), Wi(p) ≃ αw(p)|Vij|2Σνj (Λ), (27)
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where
αw(p) ≃
(
g2
2
√
2
)2 ∫ Λ
|p′|≥ǫ
f(p′ − p)
(p− p′)2 +M2w
1
p′2
. (28)
In the high-energy region (x = p2 > ǫ ≫ 1), where M2w,M2z and nonlin-
earity are negligible, the SD integral equations (19,20) can be converted to
the following boundary value problems4,
d
dx
(
x2Σ′νi(x)
)
+
fn
4
Σνi(x) = 0, (29)
Λ2Σ′νi(Λ
2) + Σνi(Λ
2) = Σ◦νi(Λ) + αw(Λ)|Vij|2Σj(Λ); (30)
d
dx
(
x2Σ′i(x)
)
+
fc
4
Σi(x) = 0, (31)
Λ2Σ′i(Λ
2) + Σi(Λ
2) = Σ◦i (Λ) + αw(Λ)|Vij|2Σνj (Λ), (32)
where fn, fc are perturbative functions of electroweak couplings. These are
differential equations with the inhomogeneous boundary conditions at the
cutoff. The generic solutions to eqs.(29,31) for (x≫ 1) are given by,
Σνi(x) ≃
Aνiµ
2
√
x
sinh
(
1
2
√
1− fnℓn( x
µ2
)
)
, (33)
Σi(x) ≃ Aiµ
2
√
x
sinh
(
1
2
√
1− fcℓn( x
µ2
)
)
, (34)
where Aνi, Ai are arbitrary constants and µ is an inferred scale. Substituting
(33) into (30) and (34) into (32) in the low-energy limit (µ≪ Λ), we obtain
the gap-equations:
αw(Λ)|Vij|2Σj(Λ) = 1
2
Σνi(Λ) +
1
2
√
1− fnΣνi(Λ)− Σ◦νi(Λ), (35)
αw(Λ)|Vij|2Σνj (Λ) =
1
2
Σi(Λ) +
1
2
√
1− fcΣi(Λ)− Σ◦i (Λ). (36)
Since the lepton bare masses (17,18) are defined when all gauge interactions
are turned off, we can rewrite the RHS of the gap-equations (35,36),
αw(Λ)|Vij|2Σj(Λ) = −fn
4
Σνi(Λ), (37)
αw(Λ)|Vij|2Σνj (Λ) = −
fc
4
Σi(Λ). (38)
4Analogous technique can be found in ref.[13]
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As a consequence of the gap-equations (35,36), the lepton self-energy
functions must be non-trivial
Σνi(Λ) 6= 0; and Σj(Λ) 6= 0, (39)
if quarks are massive. The gap-equations (18) strongly imply that the hier-
archical pattern of charged lepton masses is mainly due to the hierarchical
pattern of down quark masses. Eqs.(37,38) show that the pattern of neutrino
masses is determined by the CKM-mixing angles and charged lepton masses.
6. The six gap-equations (37,38) relate neutrino and charged lepton masses
at the cutoff. Noticing the fact that Σ(p) must be continuous functions of
“p” from p = Λ to p ≪ ǫ for the locality of quantum field theories, and the
ratios of Σ(p)’s in the same charge sector (but different generations) should
be scale invariant (renormalization group invariant), we take ratios between
the two equations of eqs.(37), the two equations of eqs.(38) respectively and
scale them down to the low-energy scale. We end up with four independent
equations:
mνe
mνµ
=
|Vνee|2me − |Vνeµ|2mµ + |Vνeτ |2mτ
|Vνµe|2me − |Vνµµ|2mµ + |Vνµτ |2mτ
, (40)
mνµ
mντ
=
|Vνµe|2me − |Vνµµ|2mµ + |Vνµτ |2mτ
|Vντe|2me − |Vντµ|2mµ + |Vντ τ |2mτ
, (41)
and
me
mµ
=
|Veνe|2mνe − |Veνµ|2mνµ + |Veντ |2mντ
|Vµνe |2mνe − |Vµνµ |2mνµ + |Vµντ |2mντ
, (42)
mµ
mτ
=
|Vµνe |2mνe − |Vµνµ |2mνµ + |Vµντ |2mντ
|Vτνe|2mνe − |Vτνµ|2mνµ + |Vτντ |2mντ
. (43)
In these equations, all fermion masses are defined at the same low-energy
scale. We make an appropriate chiral rotation in the second family and all
fermion masses are positive. Given charged lepton masses, four relation-
ships satisfied by four mixing angles and three neutrino masses, which are
no longer seven free parameters. These equations give a class of solutions for
the possible patterns of neutrino masses and mixing angles.
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Setting θ13 = 0 so that θ13 and δ13 decouple from eqs.(40-43), and assum-
ing mνe ≪ mνµ ≪ mντ , we get a possible pattern:
tg2θ12 =
me
mµ
+O
(
mνe
mντ
)
, mνe ∼ sin2 θ13 = 0, (44)
sin2 θ23 =
mµ +me
me +mµ +mτ
+O
(
mνµ
mντ
)
,
mνµ
mντ
≃ 5.8 · 10−3. (45)
This coincides with the “standard” scenario of neutrino masses and mixings
that can also be realized by the sea-saw mechanism in GUT models[1, 2].
Given this hierarchical pattern and mντ ∼ O(eV) for the desired HDM of
the Universe, the results (44)-(45) are consistent with the small angle MSW
solution to the solar neutrino problem, and however we may need an addition
sterile neutrino νs[1] to explain the atmospheric neutrino deficit.
Many other possible patterns of neutrino masses and mixing are discussed
in the literature[1], phenomenologically based on cosmological constraints
and three neutrino experiments (the solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrino,
LSND). While, on the other hand, these neutrino experiments need to be
substantiated[3].
At this point, we should emphasize that in this extension of the SM, the
four CKM mixing angles (θij) are totally extrinsic elements, qualifying the
true pattern of neutrino masses as real as compared (and opposed) to any
other possible pattern, where the mixing angles can be anything one wishes.
A priori, no theoretical reason can determine which patterns is real. In
the quark sector, that the observed CKM mixing angles are almost trivial
and θ12 ≫ θ23 ≫ θ13 completely qualify the observed hierarchical pattern
of quark masses[14]. In the lepton sector, it seems unlikely to have exactly
the same pattern for the following observation: the hierarchical pattern of
charged lepton masses is originated dominantly from the hierarchical pattern
of down quark masses (18) instead of a possible hierarchical pattern of the
CKM-mixing angles, as that in the quark sector. We have no theoretical
reasons to preclude the possibilities of degenerate neutrino masses and large
mixing angles.
We expect that in eqs.(40)-(43), there exists a particular solution giving
the real pattern of neutrino masses and mixings in Nature, even though we
still have no power of making predictions. Nevertheless, these relationships,
originated from the purely theoretical stipulation, are certainly facing all
9
ongoing and future neutrino experiments.
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